scientific miracles of Hinduism
Rig Ved (1.38.7) is one of the most scientific verse. It says that; Cloud rains in those places
where the atmosphere creates Low Pressure. And this is exactly what the Science believes.

Rig Ved (1.105.9) is absolutely a scientific miracle; Is it not surprising that Hindus (Aryans)
thousands
ousands of year ago not only knew
kne about several sun rays but even about Seven Major Sun
Rays.. ( If we go through Bhavishya Puran, it even mentioned the name of those Seven Rays with
their importance).

Rig Ved (1.105.1) tells us than Sun & Moon both revolve in their own respective orbit. Now, it’s
really amazing that even thousands of year ago several sages knew about rotation of Sun,
Moon, Earth etc.

Rig Ved (3.9.1) talks about the fundamental
fundamen of Latent Heat which is responsible for holding
water into clouds.

Rig Ved (3.9.2) pray salutation to Agni-Dev
Agni
(God of Fire/Heat) as a helper in joining the objects
(elements, compounds) which is absolutely truth. Heat
Heat is essential even to combine Hydrogen
and Oxygen or it even helps in process of welding with same purpose.

Rig Veda (3.56.2) says that Sun is the major cause of weather change which is right even with
the vision of Science.

Rig Veda (1.50.11) says that Sun Rays ends several diseases of body which is no more a
hidden truth.

If we study Rig Veda (1.56.2), it clarifies that ancient Hindus knew about the knowledge of
several jewels and treasures hidden inside
in
sea, since long ago.

Rig Veda (1.163.3) indicates towards the theorem of EQUIBRILLIUM OF THE FORCES which is
truly great.

Rig Veda (10.146.5-7)
7) pay salutations to God Sun as controller (Holder) of our system
(probably planetary) which is scientifically correct. It’s immense gravity of Sun which don’t let
earth and other planets (of our solar system) fall or move away.

Rig Veda (10.22.14) describes Sun who helps (necessary) in Agriculture.. Today we all know
that without sunlight agriculture
lture and vegetation is hardly possible.

Rig Veda (1.84.15) says, Sages observed that the light coming from Moon is nothing but the
same light of Sun {this is scientifically proven that the Moon reflects the light of Sun (star)}.

Rig Veda (5.40.5) not only reveals that Moon receive light from Sun but even talks about
Eclipse and the reason behind it. (it’s totally surprising that when a large section of Europe,
Greek and several other parts of the world used to believe Eclipse as God’s ang
anger, Indians
(Hindus) have reached the scientific reason behind it).

If we read chapter 104 of BHAVISHYA PURAN it very clearly mention about Seven
Continents and Seven Oceans of Earth with their names. {This all are very clear evidences
which repeatedly
edly proves that Vedas, Puran and other scriptures (Hindu) are words of God.
Because it’s truly astonishing that without help of any satellite image, it’s nearly impossible to
describe Geographical Map (with everything right in it) of entire world.}

Now, something very big and nearly perfect. If we read Hanuman Chalisa (Holy Scripture) we
get the distance of Earth and Sun.
Sun. This is one of the most Scientific fact you can attain.

Acc to Rig Veda (1.11.4), it’s Sun which brings clouds near to each other and takes them
away also. Even Science agrees with it. Importance of all these facts is even more because they
all were written so long ago that most of the world had not even attained the civilisation.

Rig Veda (2.141.1) says, Heat is essential to attain energy
ene
in body which is scientifically
proven that Heat Energy break downs the food particle in order to convert them into Glucose to
provide Energy.

Acc to Rig Veda (2.16.7) & (4.25.2) clouds are made up of water which also tells us that Sages
(Hindu) in ancient
ncient times knew about Evaporation and water cycle.
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